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Practicing designers, students, and educators in the semiconductor field face an
ever expanding portfolio of MOSFET models. In Compact MOSFET Models for
VLSI Design , A.B. Bhattacharyya presents a unified perspective on the topic,
allowing the practitioner to view and interpret device phenomena concurrently
using different modeling strategies. Readers will learn to link device physics with
model parameters, helping to close the gap between device understanding and
its use for optimal circuit performance. Bhattacharyya also lays bare the core
physical concepts that will drive the future of VLSI development, allowing readers
to stay ahead of the curve, despite the relentless evolution of new models.
Adopts a unified approach to guide students through the confusing array of
MOSFET models Links MOS physics to device models to prepare practitioners
for real-world design activities Helps fabless designers bridge the gap with offsite foundries Features rich coverage of: quantum mechanical related
phenomena Si-Ge strained-Silicon substrate non-classical structures such as
Double Gate MOSFETs Presents topics that will prepare readers for long-term
developments in the field Includes solutions in every chapter Can be tailored for
use among students and professionals of many levels Comes with MATLAB code
downloads for independent practice and advanced study This book is essential
for students specializing in VLSI Design and indispensible for design
professionals in the microelectronics and VLSI industries. Written to serve a
number of experience levels, it can be used either as a course textbook or
practitioner’s reference. Access the MATLAB code, solution manual, and lecture
materials at the companion website: www.wiley.com/go/bhattacharyya
This Book On A Very Topical Subject Is Aimed At Engineers Who Either Use Or
Develop Cad Tools For Circuit Design, Be It At The Discrete Device Level Or At
The Lsi/Vlsi Level. The Book Is Unique In The Sense That It Covers Analog
Circuit Simulation, Device Models, Logic Simulation And Fault Simulation. These
Topics Traditionally Belong To Different Areas Of Electrical Engineering And Are
Therefore Not Covered In One Book. However, A Person Doing Circuit Design
On A Computer Today Needs To Know All Aspects Of The Simulation. This Book
Attempts To Satisfy This Need. Many Examples Of Programs As Well As
Applications Are Given. Every Chapter Contains Solved As Well As Unsolved
Problems. In Addition, Programming Assignments Are Included. Mathematics
Has Been Kept To A Minimum And An Intuitive Approach Has Been Taken.The
Background Required Is That Of Final Year Undergraduate In Electrical
Engineering. It Is Expected That Much Of This Material Would Percolate Down
To More Basic Courses In Future Years.
Analysis and Design of MOSFETs: Modeling, Simulation, and Parameter
Extraction is the first book devoted entirely to a broad spectrum of analysis and
design issues related to the semiconductor device called metal-oxide
semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET). These issues include MOSFET
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device physics, modeling, numerical simulation, and parameter extraction. The
discussion of the application of device simulation to the extraction of MOSFET
parameters, such as the threshold voltage, effective channel lengths, and series
resistances, is of particular interest to all readers and provides a valuable
learning and reference tool for students, researchers and engineers. Analysis
and Design of MOSFETs: Modeling, Simulation, and Parameter Extraction,
extensively referenced, and containing more than 180 illustrations, is an
innovative and integral new book on MOSFETs design technology.
This book is a unique combination of a basic guide to general analog circuit
simulation and a SPICE OPUS software manual, which may be used as a
textbook or self-study reference. The book is divided into three parts:
mathematical theory of circuit analysis, a crash course on SPICE OPUS, and a
complete SPICE OPUS reference guide. All simulations as well as the free
simulator software may be directly downloaded from the SPICE OPUS
homepage: www.spiceopus.si. Circuit Simulation with SPICE OPUS is intended
for a wide audience of undergraduate and graduate students, researchers, and
practitioners in electrical and systems engineering, circuit design, and simulation
development.
Exponential improvement in functionality and performance of digital integrated
circuits has revolutionized the way we live and work. The continued scaling down
of MOS transistors has broadened the scope of use for circuit technology to the
point that texts on the topic are generally lacking after a few years. The second
edition of Digital Integrated Circuits: Analysis and Design focuses on timeless
principles with a modern interdisciplinary view that will serve integrated circuits
engineers from all disciplines for years to come. Providing a revised instructional
reference for engineers involved with Very Large Scale Integrated Circuit design
and fabrication, this book delves into the dramatic advances in the field, including
new applications and changes in the physics of operation made possible by
relentless miniaturization. This book was conceived in the versatile spirit of the
field to bridge a void that had existed between books on transistor electronics
and those covering VLSI design and fabrication as a separate topic. Like the first
edition, this volume is a crucial link for integrated circuit engineers and those
studying the field, supplying the cross-disciplinary connections they require for
guidance in more advanced work. For pedagogical reasons, the author uses
SPICE level 1 computer simulation models but introduces BSIM models that are
indispensable for VLSI design. This enables users to develop a strong and
intuitive sense of device and circuit design by drawing direct connections
between the hand analysis and the SPICE models. With four new chapters, more
than 200 new illustrations, numerous worked examples, case studies, and
support provided on a dynamic website, this text significantly expands concepts
presented in the first edition.
Compact Models for Integrated Circuit Design: Conventional Transistors and
Beyond provides a modern treatise on compact models for circuit computer-aided
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design (CAD). Written by an author with more than 25 years of industry
experience in semiconductor processes, devices, and circuit CAD, and more than
10 years of academic experience in teaching compact modeling courses, this firstof-its-kind book on compact SPICE models for very-large-scale-integrated (VLSI)
chip design offers a balanced presentation of compact modeling crucial for
addressing current modeling challenges and understanding new models for
emerging devices. Starting from basic semiconductor physics and covering stateof-the-art device regimes from conventional micron to nanometer, this text:
Presents industry standard models for bipolar-junction transistors (BJTs), metaloxide-semiconductor (MOS) field-effect-transistors (FETs), FinFETs, and tunnel
field-effect transistors (TFETs), along with statistical MOS models Discusses the
major issue of process variability, which severely impacts device and circuit
performance in advanced technologies and requires statistical compact models
Promotes further research of the evolution and development of compact models
for VLSI circuit design and analysis Supplies fundamental and practical
knowledge necessary for efficient integrated circuit (IC) design using nanoscale
devices Includes exercise problems at the end of each chapter and extensive
references at the end of the book Compact Models for Integrated Circuit Design:
Conventional Transistors and Beyond is intended for senior undergraduate and
graduate courses in electrical and electronics engineering as well as for
researchers and practitioners working in the area of electron devices. However,
even those unfamiliar with semiconductor physics gain a solid grasp of compact
modeling concepts from this book. The Open Access version of this book,
available at https://doi.org/10.1201/b19117, has been made available under a
Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial-No Derivatives 4.0 license.
As MOS devices are scaled to meet increasingly demanding circuit
specifications, process variations have a greater effect on the reliability of circuit
performance. For this reason, statistical techniques are required to design
integrated circuits with maximum yield. Statistical Modeling for Computer-Aided
Design of MOS VLSI Circuits describes a statistical circuit simulation and
optimization environment for VLSI circuit designers. The first step toward
accomplishing statistical circuit design and optimization is the development of an
accurate CAD tool capable of performing statistical simulation. This tool must be
based on a statistical model which comprehends the effect of device and circuit
characteristics, such as device size, bias, and circuit layout, which are under the
control of the circuit designer on the variability of circuit performance. The
distinctive feature of the CAD tool described in this book is its ability to accurately
model and simulate the effect in both intra- and inter-die process variability on
analog/digital circuits, accounting for the effects of the aforementioned device
and circuit characteristics. Statistical Modeling for Computer-Aided Design of
MOS VLSI Circuits serves as an excellent reference for those working in the field,
and may be used as the text for an advanced course on the subject.
Floating Gate Devices: Operation and Compact Modeling focuses on standard
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operations and compact modeling of memory devices based on Floating Gate
architecture. Floating Gate devices are the building blocks of Flash, EPROM,
EEPROM memories. Flash memories, which are the most versatile nonvolatile
memories, are widely used to store code (BIOS, Communication protocol,
Identification code,) and data (solid-state Hard Disks, Flash cards for digital
cameras,). The reader, who deals with Floating Gate memory devices at different
levels - from test-structures to complex circuit design - will find an essential
explanation on device physics and technology, and also circuit issues which must
be fully understood while developing a new device. Device engineers will use this
book to find simplified models to design new process steps or new architectures.
Circuit designers will find the basic theory to understand the use of compact
models to validate circuits against process variations and to evaluate the impact
of parameter variations on circuit performances. Floating Gate Devices:
Operation and Compact Modeling is meant to be a basic tool for designing the
next generation of memory devices based on FG technologies.
This new book, written by Andre Vladimirescu, who was instrumental in the development of
SPICE at the University of California Berkeley, introduces computer simulation of electrical and
electronics circuits based on the SPICE standard. Relying on the functionality first supported in
SPICE2 that is now supported in all SPICE programs, this text is addressed to all users of
electrical simulation. The approach to learning circuit simulation is to interpret simulation
results in relation to electrical engineering fundamentals; the book asks the student to solve
most circuit examples by hand before verifying the results with SPICE. Addressed to both the
SPICE novice and the experienced user, the first six chapters provide the relevant information
on SPICE functionality for the analysis of linear as well as nonlinear circuits. Each of these
chapters starts out with a linear example accessible to any new user of SPICE and proceeds
with nonlinear transistor circuits. The latter part of the book goes into more detail on such
issues as functional and hierarchical models, distortion analysis, basic algorithms in SPICE
and related options parameters, and, how to direct SPICE to find a solution when it does not
converge to a solution. The approach emphasizes that SPICE is not a substitute for knowledge
of circuit operation but a complement. The SPICE Book is different from previously published
books in the approach of solving circuit problems with a computer. The solution to most circuit
examples is sketched out by hand first and followed by a SPICE verification. For more complex
circuits it is not feasible to find the solution by hand but the approach stresses the need for the
SPICE user tounderstand the results. Readers gain a better comprehension of SPICE thanks
to the importance placed on the relation between EE fundamentals and computer simulation.
The tutorial approach advances from the hand solution of a circuit to SPICE verification and
simulation results interpretation. This book teaches the approach to electrical circuit simulation
rather than a specific simulation program. Examples are simulated alternatively with SPICE2,
SPICE3 or PSPICE. Accurate descriptions, simulation rationale and cogent explanations make
this an invaluable reference.
Offering a single volume reference for high frequency semiconductor devices, this handbook
covers basic material characteristics, system level concerns and constraints, simulation and
modeling of devices, and packaging. Individual chapters detail the properties and
characteristics of each semiconductor device type, including: Varactors, Schottky diodes,
transit-time devices, BJTs, HBTs, MOSFETs, MESFETs, and HEMTs. Written by leading
researchers in the field, the RF and Microwave Semiconductor Device Handbook provides an
excellent starting point for programs involving development, technology comparison, or
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acquisition of RF and wireless semiconductor devices.
This book will help CMOS circuit designers make the best possible use of SPICE models, and
will prepare them for new models that may soon be introduced. Introduces SPICE modeling
and its use in CMOS circuit design. Presents the formalism of model building and the
semiconductor physics of MOS structures. Covers each important SPICE model, showing how
to choose the appropriate model. Discusses the popular HSPICE Level 28, as well as Levels
1-3, BSIM 1-3, and MOS Model 9. Presents techniques for accounting for systematic process
variations. Describes new model candidates, including the Power-Lane Model, the PCIM
Model, and the EKV Model. Includes extensive examples throughout. Practicing engineers and
scientists in the semiconductor industry; engineering faculty and students.
Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not guaranteed by the
publisher for quality, authenticity, or access to any online entitlements included with the
product.
Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) has become a necessity rather than a specialization for
electrical and computer engineers. This unique text provides Engineering and Computer
Science students with a comprehensive study of the subject, covering VLSI from basic design
techniques to working principles of physical design automation tools to leading edge
application-specific array processors. Beginning with CMOS design, the author describes VLSI
design from the viewpoint of a digital circuit engineer. He develops physical pictures for CMOS
circuits and demonstrates the top-down design methodology using two design projects - a
microprocessor and a field programmable gate array. The author then discusses VLSI testing
and dedicates an entire chapter to the working principles, strengths, and weaknesses of
ubiquitous physical design tools. Finally, he unveils the frontiers of VLSI. He emphasizes its
use as a tool to develop innovative algorithms and architecture to solve previously intractable
problems. VLSI Design answers not only the question of "what is VLSI," but also shows how to
use VLSI. It provides graduate and upper level undergraduate students with a complete and
congregated view of VLSI engineering.
Semiconductor device modelling has developed in recent years from being solely the domain
of device physicists to span broader technological disciplines involved in device and electronic
circuit design and develop ment. The rapid emergence of very high speed, high density
integrated circuit technology and the drive towards high speed communications has meant that
extremely small-scale device structures are used in contempor ary designs. The
characterisation and analysis of these devices can no longer be satisfied by electrical
measurements alone. Traditional equivalent circuit models and closed-form analytical models
cannot always provide consis tently accurate results for all modes of operation of these very
small devices. Furthermore, the highly competitive nature of the semiconductor industry has
led to the need to minimise development costs and lead-time associated with introducing new
designs. This has meant that there has been a greater demand for models capable of
increasing our understanding of how these devices operate and capable of predicting accurate
quantitative results. The desire to move towards computer aided design and expert systems
has reinforced the need for models capable of representing device operation under DC, smallsignal, large-signal and high frequency operation. It is also desirable to relate the physical
structure of the device to the electrical performance. This demand for better models has led to
the introduction of improved equivalent circuit models and a upsurge in interest in using
physical models.
RF and Microwave Transmitter Design is unique in its coverage of both historical transmitter
design and cutting edge technologies. This text explores the results of well-known and new
theoretical analyses, while informing readers of modern radio transmitters' pracitcal designs
and their components. Jam-packed with information, this book broadcasts and streamlines the
author's considerable experience in RF and microwave design and development.
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This text offers a comprehensive introduction to a wide, relevant array of topics in analog
electronics. It is intended for students pursuing courses in electrical, electronics, computer, and
related engineering disciplines. Beginning with a review of linear circuit theory and basic
electronic devices, the text moves on to present a detailed, practical understanding of many
analog integrated circuits. The most commonly used analog IC to build practical circuits is the
operational amplifier or op-amp. Its characteristics, basic configurations and applications in the
linear and nonlinear circuits are explained. Modern electronic systems employ signal
generators, analog filters, voltage regulators, power amplifiers, high frequency amplifiers and
data converters. Commencing with the theory, the design of these building blocks is thoroughly
covered using integrated circuits. The development of microelectronics technology has led to a
parallel growth in the field of Micro-electromechanical Systems (MEMS) and Nanoelectromechanical Systems (NEMS). The IC sensors for different energy forms with their
applications in MEMS components are introduced in the concluding chapter. Several computerbased simulations of electronic circuits using PSPICE are presented in each chapter. These
examples together with an introduction to PSPICE in an Appendix provide a thorough
coverage of this simulation tool that fully integrates with the material of each chapter. The endof-chapter problems allow students to test their comprehension of key concepts. The answers
to these problems are also given.

This is the first book dedicated to the next generation of MOSFET models.
Addressed to circuit designers with an in-depth treatment that appeals to device
specialists, the book presents a fresh view of compact modeling, having
completely abandoned the regional modeling approach.Both an overview of the
basic physics theory required to build compact MOSFET models and a unified
treatment of inversion-charge and surface-potential models are provided. The
needs of digital, analog and RF designers as regards the availability of simple
equations for circuit designs are taken into account. Compact expressions for
hand analysis or for automatic synthesis, valid in all operating regions, are
presented throughout the book. All the main expressions for computer simulation
used in the new generation compact models are derived.Since designers in
advanced technologies are increasingly concerned with fluctuations, the
modeling of fluctuations is strongly emphasized. A unified approach for both
space (matching) and time (noise) fluctuations is introduced.
Metal Oxide Semiconductor (MOS) transistors are the basic building block
ofMOS integrated circuits (I C). Very Large Scale Integrated (VLSI) circuits using
MOS technology have emerged as the dominant technology in the
semiconductor industry. Over the past decade, the complexity of MOS IC's has
increased at an astonishing rate. This is realized mainly through the reduction of
MOS transistor dimensions in addition to the improvements in processing. Today
VLSI circuits with over 3 million transistors on a chip, with effective or electrical
channel lengths of 0. 5 microns, are in volume production. Designing such
complex chips is virtually impossible without simulation tools which help to predict
circuit behavior before actual circuits are fabricated. However, the utility of
simulators as a tool for the design and analysis of circuits depends on the
adequacy of the device models used in the simulator. This problem is further
aggravated by the technology trend towards smaller and smaller device
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dimensions which increases the complexity of the models. There is extensive
literature available on modeling these short channel devices. However, there is a
lot of confusion too. Often it is not clear what model to use and which model
parameter values are important and how to determine them. After working over
15 years in the field of semiconductor device modeling, I have felt the need for a
book which can fill the gap between the theory and the practice of MOS transistor
modeling. This book is an attempt in that direction.
' A reprint of the classic text, this book popularized compact modeling of
electronic and semiconductor devices and components for college and graduateschool classrooms, and manufacturing engineering, over a decade ago. The first
comprehensive book on MOS transistor compact modeling, it was the most cited
among similar books in the area and remains the most frequently cited today.
The coverage is device-physics based and continues to be relevant to the latest
advances in MOS transistor modeling. This is also the only book that discusses
in detail how to measure device model parameters required for circuit
simulations. The book deals with the MOS Field Effect Transistor (MOSFET)
models that are derived from basic semiconductor theory. Various models are
developed, ranging from simple to more sophisticated models that take into
account new physical effects observed in submicron transistors used in today''s
(1993) MOS VLSI technology. The assumptions used to arrive at the models are
emphasized so that the accuracy of the models in describing the device
characteristics are clearly understood. Due to the importance of designing
reliable circuits, device reliability models are also covered. Understanding these
models is essential when designing circuits for state-of-the-art MOS ICs.
Contents: OverviewReview of Basic Semiconductor and pn Junction TheoryMOS
Transistor Structure and OperationMOS CapacitorThreshold VoltageMOSFET
DC ModelDynamic ModelModeling Hot-Carrier EffectsData Acquisition and
Model Parameter MeasurementsModel Parameter Extraction Using Optimization
MethodSPICE Diode and MOSFET Models and Their ParametersStatistical
Modeling and Worst-Case Design Parameters Readership: Integrated circuit chip
designers, device model developers and circuit simulators. '
The book presents design methods for analog integrated circuits with improved
electrical performance. It describes different equivalent transistor models, design
methods, and fabrication considerations for high-density integrated circuits in
nanometer CMOS processes, and it analyzes circuit architectures that are
suitable for analog building blocks. Highlighting various design challenges, the
text offers a complete understanding of architectural- and transistor-level design
issues of analog integrated circuits. It examines important trends in the design of
high-speed and power-efficient front-end analog circuits that can be used for
signal conditioning, filtering, and detection applications. Offers a comprehensive
resource for mastering the analysis of analog integrated circuits. Describes circuitlevel details of high-speed and power-efficient analog building blocks. Explores
design methods based on various MOS transistor models (MOSFET, FinFET).
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Provides mathematical derivations of all equations and formulas. Emphasizes
practical aspects relevant to integrated circuit implementation. Includes openended circuit design case studies.
An expert guide to understanding and making optimum use of BSIM Used by
more chip designers worldwide than any other comparable model, the Berkeley
Short-Channel IGFET Model (BSIM) has, over the past few years, established
itself as the de facto standard MOSFET SPICE model for circuit simulation and
CMOS technology development. Yet, until now, there have been no independent
expert guides or tutorials to supplement the various BSIM manuals currently
available. Written by a noted expert in the field, this book fills that gap in the
literature by providing a comprehensive guide to understanding and making
optimal use of BSIM3 and BSIM4. Drawing upon his extensive experience
designing with BSIM, William Liu provides a brief history of the model, discusses
the various advantages of BSIM over other models, and explores the reasons
why BSIM3 has been adopted by the majority of circuit manufacturers. He then
provides engineers with the detailed practical information and guidance they
need to master all of BSIM's features. He: Summarizes key BSIM3 components
Represents the BSIM3 model with equivalent circuits for various operating
conditions Provides a comprehensive glossary of modeling terminology Lists
alphabetically BSIM3 parameters along with their meanings and relevant
equations Explores BSIM3's flaws and provides improvement suggestions
Describes all of BSIM4's improvements and new features Provides useful SPICE
files, which are available online at the Wiley ftp site
Advances in Imaging and Electron Physics merges two long-running
serials--Advances in Electronics and Electron Physics and Advances in Optical
and Electron Microscopy. This series features extended articles on the physics of
electron devices (especially semiconductor devices), particle optics at high and
low energies, microlithography, image science and digital image processing,
electromagnetic wave propagation, electron microscopy, and the computing
methods used in all these domains. Contributions from leading authorities
Informs and updates on all the latest developments in the field
The book provides elementary treatment on construction, functioning,
characteristics and applications of semiconductor devices. The treatment
emphasizes on developing clear understanding of the device functionality.
The development of large-scale integrated systems on a chip has had a dramatic
effect on circuit design methodology. Recent years have seen an escalation of
interest in systems level integration (system-on-a-chip) and the development of
low power, high chip density circuits and systems. Kurt Hoffmann sets out to
address a wide range of issues relating to the design and integration of
integrated circuit components and provides readers with the methodology by
which simple equations for the estimation of transistor geometries and circuit
behaviour can be deduced. The broad coverage of this unique book ranges from
field effect transistor design, MOS transistor modelling and the fundamentals of
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digital CMOS circuit design through to MOS memory architecture and design.
Highlights the increasing requirement for information on system-on-a-chip design
and integration. Combines coverage of semiconductor physics, digital VLSI
design and analog integrated circuits in one volume for the first time. Written with
the aim of bridging the gap between semiconductor device physics and practical
circuit design. Introduces the basic behaviour of semiconductor components for
ICs and covers the design of both digital and analog circuits in CMOS and
BiCMOS technologies. Broad coverage will appeal to both students and
practising engineers alike. Written by a respected expert in the field with a proven
track record of publications in this field. Drawing upon considerable experience
within both industry and academia, Hoffmann’s outstanding text, will prove an
invaluable resource for designers, practising engineers in the semiconductor
device field and electronics systems industry as well as Postgraduate students of
microelectronics, electrical and computer engineering.
PWM DC-DC power converter technology underpins many energy conversion systems
including renewable energy circuits, active power factor correctors, battery chargers,
portable devices and LED drivers. Following the success of Pulse-Width Modulated DCDC Power Converters this second edition has been thoroughly revised and expanded
to cover the latest challenges and advances in the field. Key features of 2nd edition:
Four new chapters, detailing the latest advances in power conversion, focus on: smallsignal model and dynamic characteristics of the buck converter in continuous
conduction mode; voltage-mode control of buck converter; small-signal model and
characteristics of the boost converter in the discontinuous conduction mode and
electromagnetic compatibility EMC. Provides readers with a solid understanding of the
principles of operation, synthesis, analysis and design of PWM power converters and
semiconductor power devices, including wide band-gap power devices (SiC and GaN).
Fully revised Solutions for all end-of-chapter problems available to instructors via the
book companion website. Step-by-step derivation of closed-form design equations with
illustrations. Fully revised figures based on real data. With improved end-of-chapter
summaries of key concepts, review questions, problems and answers, biographies and
case studies, this is an essential textbook for graduate and senior undergraduate
students in electrical engineering. Its superior readability and clarity of explanations
also makes it a key reference for practicing engineers and research scientists.
This paper proposes a simple extraction technique which can be used to extract device
parameters of any power MOSFET easily. It only requires the use of transfer and output
characteristic graphs to extract threshold voltage and transconductance and a few
formulas to extract the parasitic capacitances of the power device. The extraction
technique is presented in an easy to understand step by step procedure. The
parameters extracted using this process are used to develop a spice model. Transient
analysis is done for the extracted model and the resistive switching performance is
compared with the datasheet in order to prove the effectiveness of the extraction
technique used. Inductive switching is also done for the extracted model and the effect
of varying the parameters of the MOSFET on inductive switching times is observed.
Finally, this observation is then used to develop a new mathematical SiC power
MOSFET model which has better inductive switching times than the extracted model
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and the thesis is concluded.
Circuit simulation is essential in integrated circuit design, and the accuracy of circuit
simulation depends on the accuracy of the transistor model. BSIM3v3 (BSIM for
Berkeley Short-channel IGFET Model) has been selected as the first MOSFET model
for standardization by the Compact Model Council, a consortium of leading companies
in semiconductor and design tools. In the next few years, many fabless and integrated
semiconductor companies are expected to switch from dozens of other MOSFET
models to BSIM3. This will require many device engineers and most circuit designers to
learn the basics of BSIM3. MOSFET Modeling & BSIM3 User's Guide explains the
detailed physical effects that are important in modeling MOSFETs, and presents the
derivations of compact model expressions so that users can understand the physical
meaning of the model equations and parameters. It is the first book devoted to BSIM3.
It treats the BSIM3 model in detail as used in digital, analog and RF circuit design. It
covers the complete set of models, i.e., I-V model, capacitance model, noise model,
parasitics model, substrate current model, temperature effect model and non quasistatic model. MOSFET Modeling & BSIM3 User's Guide not only addresses the device
modeling issues but also provides a user's guide to the device or circuit design
engineers who use the BSIM3 model in digital/analog circuit design, RF modeling,
statistical modeling, and technology prediction. This book is written for circuit designers
and device engineers, as well as device scientists worldwide. It is also suitable as a
reference for graduate courses and courses in circuit design or device modelling.
Furthermore, it can be used as a textbook for industry courses devoted to BSIM3.
MOSFET Modeling & BSIM3 User's Guide is comprehensive and practical. It is
balanced between the background information and advanced discussion of BSIM3. It is
helpful to experts and students alike.
Compact Models for Integrated Circuit Design: Conventional Transistors and Beyond
provides a modern treatise on compact models for circuit computer-aided design
(CAD). Written by an author with more than 25 years of industry experience in
semiconductor processes, devices, and circuit CAD, and more than 10 years of
academic experience in teaching compact modeling courses, this first-of-its-kind book
on compact SPICE models for very-large-scale-integrated (VLSI) chip design offers a
balanced presentation of compact modeling crucial for addressing current modeling
challenges and understanding new models for emerging devices. Starting from basic
semiconductor physics and covering state-of-the-art device regimes from conventional
micron to nanometer, this text: Presents industry standard models for bipolar-junction
transistors (BJTs), metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) field-effect-transistors (FETs),
FinFETs, and tunnel field-effect transistors (TFETs), along with statistical MOS models
Discusses the major issue of process variability, which severely impacts device and
circuit performance in advanced technologies and requires statistical compact models
Promotes further research of the evolution and development of compact models for
VLSI circuit design and analysis Supplies fundamental and practical knowledge
necessary for efficient integrated circuit (IC) design using nanoscale devices Includes
exercise problems at the end of each chapter and extensive references at the end of
the book Compact Models for Integrated Circuit Design: Conventional Transistors and
Beyond is intended for senior undergraduate and graduate courses in electrical and
electronics engineering as well as for researchers and practitioners working in the area
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of electron devices. However, even those unfamiliar with semiconductor physics gain a
solid grasp of compact modeling concepts from this book.
This book presents the art of advanced MOSFET modeling for integrated circuit
simulation and design. It provides the essential mathematical and physical analyses of
all the electrical, mechanical and thermal effects in MOS transistors relevant to the
operation of integrated circuits. Particular emphasis is placed on how the BSIM model
evolved into the first ever industry standard SPICE MOSFET model for circuit
simulation and CMOS technology development. The discussion covers the theory and
methodology of how a MOSFET model, or semiconductor device models in general,
can be implemented to be robust and efficient, turning device physics theory into a
production-worthy SPICE simulation model. Special attention is paid to MOSFET
characterization and model parameter extraction methodologies, making the book
particularly useful for those interested or already engaged in work in the areas of
semiconductor devices, compact modeling for SPICE simulation, and integrated circuit
design.
Focussing on micro- and nanoelectronics design and technology, this book provides
thorough analysis and demonstration, starting from semiconductor devices to VLSI
fabrication, designing (analog and digital), on-chip interconnect modeling culminating
with emerging non-silicon/ nano devices. It gives detailed description of both theoretical
as well as industry standard HSPICE, Verilog, Cadence simulation based real-time
modeling approach with focus on fabrication of bulk and nano-devices. Each chapter of
this proposed title starts with a brief introduction of the presented topic and ends with a
summary indicating the futuristic aspect including practice questions. Aimed at
researchers and senior undergraduate/graduate students in electrical and electronics
engineering, microelectronics, nanoelectronics and nanotechnology, this book:
Provides broad and comprehensive coverage from Microelectronics to Nanoelectronics
including design in analog and digital electronics. Includes HDL, and VLSI design going
into the nanoelectronics arena. Discusses devices, circuit analysis, design
methodology, and real-time simulation based on industry standard HSPICE tool.
Explores emerging devices such as FinFETs, Tunnel FETs (TFETs) and CNTFETs
including their circuit co-designing. Covers real time illustration using industry standard
Verilog, Cadence and Synopsys simulations.
MOSFET Models for SPICE SimulationIncluding BSIM3v3 and BSIM4Wiley-IEEE Press
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 23st International Symposium on
VLSI Design and Test, VDAT 2019, held in Indore, India, in July 2019. The 63 full
papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 199 submissions. The papers are
organized in topical sections named: analog and mixed signal design; computing
architecture and security; hardware design and optimization; low power VLSI and
memory design; device modelling; and hardware implementation.
A revised guide to the theory and implementation of CMOS analog and digital IC design The
fourth edition of CMOS: Circuit Design, Layout, and Simulation is an updated guide to the
practical design of both analog and digital integrated circuits. The author—a noted expert on the
topic—offers a contemporary review of a wide range of analog/digital circuit blocks including:
phase-locked-loops, delta-sigma sensing circuits, voltage/current references, op-amps, the
design of data converters, and switching power supplies. CMOS includes discussions that
detail the trade-offs and considerations when designing at the transistor-level. The companion
website contains numerous examples for many computer-aided design (CAD) tools. Using the
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website enables readers to recreate, modify, or simulate the design examples presented
throughout the book. In addition, the author includes hundreds of end-of-chapter problems to
enhance understanding of the content presented. This newly revised edition: • Provides indepth coverage of both analog and digital transistor-level design techniques • Discusses the
design of phase- and delay-locked loops, mixed-signal circuits, data converters, and circuit
noise • Explores real-world process parameters, design rules, and layout examples • Contains
a new chapter on Power Electronics Written for students in electrical and computer
engineering and professionals in the field, the fourth edition of CMOS: Circuit Design, Layout,
and Simulation is a practical guide to understanding analog and digital transistor-level design
theory and techniques.
Semiconductor power electronics plays a dominant role due its increased efficiency and high
reliability in various domains including the medium and high electrical drives, automotive and
aircraft applications, electrical power conversion, etc. Power/HVMOS Devices Compact
Modeling will cover very extensive range of topics related to the development and
characterization power/high voltage (HV) semiconductor technologies as well as modeling and
simulations of the power/HV devices and smart power integrated circuits (ICs). Emphasis is
placed on the practical applications of the advanced semiconductor technologies and the
device level compact/spice modeling. This book is intended to provide reference information by
selected, leading authorities in their domain of expertise. They are representing both academia
and industry. All of them have been chosen because of their intimate knowledge of their
subjects as well as their ability to present them in an easily understandable manner.
Circuit simulation is widely used for the design of circuits, both discrete and integrated. Device
modeling is an impor tant aspect of circuit simulation since it is the link between the physical
device and the sim ulate d device. Curren tly available circuit simulation programs provide a
variety of built-in models. Many circuit designers use these built-in models whereas some
incorporate new models in the circuit sim ulation programs. Understanding device modeling
with particular emphasis on circuit simulation will be helpful in utilizing the built-in models more
efficiently as well as in implementing new models. SPICE is used as a vehicle since it is the
most widely used circuit sim ulation program. How ever, some issues are addressed which are
not directly appli cable to SPICE but are applicable to circuit simulation in general. These
discussions are useful for modifying SPICE and for understanding other simulation programs.
The gen eric version 2G. 6 is used as a reference for SPICE, although numerous different
versions exist with different modifications. This book describes field effect transistor models
commonly used in a variety of circuit sim ulation pro grams. Understanding of the basic device
physics and some familiarity with device modeling is assumed. Derivation of the model
equations is not included. ( SPICE is a circuit sim ulation program available from EECS
Industrial Support Office, 461 Cory Hall, University of Cali fornia, Berkeley, CA 94720. )
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Presenting a comprehensive overview of the design automation algorithms, tools, and
methodologies used to design integrated circuits, the Electronic Design Automation for
Integrated Circuits Handbook is available in two volumes. The second volume, EDA for IC
Implementation, Circuit Design, and Process Technology, thoroughly examines real-time logic
to GDSII (a file format used to transfer data of semiconductor physical layout), analog/mixed
signal design, physical verification, and technology CAD (TCAD). Chapters contributed by
leading experts authoritatively discuss design for manufacturability at the nanoscale, power
supply network design and analysis, design modeling, and much more. Save on the complete
set.
This book deals with energy delivery challenges of the power processing unit of modern
computer microprocessors. It describes in detail the consequences of current trends in
miniaturization and clock frequency increase, upon the power delivery unit, referred to as
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voltage regulator. This is an invaluable reference for anybody needing to understand the key
performance limitations and opportunities for improvement, from both a circuit and systems
perspective, of state-of-the-art power solutions for next generation CPUs.
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